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We report micromagnetic simulations of magnetization dynamics of a vortex state in the free layer
of a circular nanopillar excited by the spin transfer torque effect of a perpendicular to the layer dot
plane spin-polarized electrical current. The magnetization of the reference layer polarizer is
assumed to be fixed. A new regime of the dynamic magnetization response to the current is reported:
vortex expelling from the dot, subsequent in-plane magnetization oscillations in single domain state,
and the vortex return with an opposite core polarization. We analyze conditions limits of the vortex
state as a nano-oscillator to achieve steady magnetization oscillations corresponding to a gyrotropic
motion of the vortex core in terms of the current intensity. These conditions are formulated via the
critical currents and vary greatly with the magnetic damping parameter and the cell size used for
micromagnetic simulations. The existing experiments on the current induced magnetization
dynamics in nanopillars and nanocontacts are discussed. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3524222
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the prediction of the spin angular momentum
transfer ST effect by Slonczewski1 and Berger,2 there were
a lot of research on that subject. The possibility of changing
the magnetic configuration of the sample without an applied
magnetic field, only by the interaction between the spins of
the conductivity electrons and the localized magnetic mo-
ments is promising for applications in information storage
technology, and also for microwave power generation with a
fixed frequency.3,4 One of the excitable magnetic configura-
tions is a vortex state. Vortex state is a flux closure structure
of the magnetization and presents the ground state in flat soft
magnetic nanoparticles.5 This structure has been widely stud-
ied because of its characteristic features, such as vortex core
polarization orientation of the out-of-plane magnetization of
the core and chirality sense of the curling of the in-plane
magnetization. The vortex magnetization distribution stabil-
ity as well as the vortex excitations were studied in Refs.
5–15.
The typical investigated systems revealing the ST in-
duced magnetization dynamics are layered magnets with al-
ternating ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic layers. One of the
ferromagnetic layers is used for the polarization of the cur-
rent polarizer or reference layer and magnetization dynam-
ics are excited in other ferromagnetic layer free layer, see
Fig. 1. The nonmagnetic spacers can be metallic nanopil-
lars and nanocontacts or thin insulators tunnel junctions.
Experimental information on the current induced magnetiza-
tion dynamics can be extracted from measurements of the
device resistance oscillations, by giant magnetic resistance
GMR effect in the first case, or by tunneling magnetoresis-
tance in the second case.
Using the knowledge of basic physics of the magnetic
vortex dynamics, considerable efforts were done to measure,
explain, and predict vortex core polarization switching, vor-
tex motions, or oscillations in a free layer dot of nanopillar
under the influence of the ST torque. The particular cases of
an in-plane current,16–18 nanopillar magnetization dynamics
under the influence of a perpendicular polarizer,19–28 a vor-
texlike polarizer29–31 or nanocontacts32–34 were considered.
The limits for the vortex state as a spin current driven
oscillator were previously analytically and theoretically ex-
plored in Refs. 23, 27, and 28. By theoretical considerations,
it was established that the ST induced magnetization dynam-
ics of the free layer depends on its ground state, direction of
the current, and the current spin-polarization the magnetiza-
tion distribution in the polarizer. It was established, as well,
that the perpendicular to the plane spin polarized current I
can excite permanent magnetic vortex motion in the free
layer of nanopillar if the current intensity is within the inter-
val Ic1 I Ic2 Ic1 is the first critical current, necessary for
the onset of vortex oscillations, and Ic2 is a second critical
current. In this current range, the moving vortex oscillates
with a stationary orbit determined by the current value, I. If
aElectronic mail: gloria.r.aranda@csic.es.
FIG. 1. Color online Sketch of the magnetic nanopillar used for micro-
magnetic simulations.
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the current exceeds Ic2,21,22 the vortex steady motion state is
not stable anymore, presumably because the vortex reaches a
critical velocity9 and reverses its core. Vortex core precession
and reversal effects are quite well-known now9,20–22,24–27 and
have been numerically simulated. However, previous micro-
magnetic simulations of the spin torque excited vortex state
by current perpendicular to plane CPP have always been
performed for thick free layers. The authors of Ref. 25 pre-
sented analytical calculations using small free layer thickness
of 4–5 nm, but they excluded this thickness from their mi-
cromagnetic simulations. Contrarily, the typical free layer
thicknesses used in the experiments on nanopillars and
nanocontacts32–39 are around 4–5 nm. In the case of vortex
state in nanopillars, microwave measurements, and micro-
magnetic simulations of the vortex gyrotropic motion excited
by CPP are reported in Ref. 19. This study is for thicker free
layer 15 nm, with uniformly magnetized polarizer whose
magnetization was changed by an external applied field. Re-
duced thickness maximizes the ST torque strength, given that
it is mainly an interfacial effect.40 In order to minimize the
current density needed to excite magnetization by this effect
in the free layer, thickness should be reduced.
In the present paper, we report simulations of the
strongly nonuniform vortex and quasisingle domain mag-
netization dynamics in a circular permalloy nanodot free
layer of nanopillar excited by a perpendicular to the dot
plane spin polarized current. We consider a dot with thick-
ness of 4 nm, close to one usually used in the spintronic
devices being explored experimentally. To consider the vor-
tex state as a ST oscillator, its motion must be detected on
the long time scale minutes and hours, i.e., it is necessary
to have a stability of the magnetization dynamics out of the
equilibrium with the dissipated energy equal to the energy
supplied by the spin transfer over one oscillation period.
Within the widely used macrospin model, the magnetization
trajectories that satisfy this condition are called precessional
states. In the case of the strongly nonuniform vortex dy-
namics, we call them as “steady” states. The existence of
such steady dynamic states is a key point in understanding
the ST induced magnetization dynamics in spintronic
devices.40
The goal of the present work is to find a range of the
currents where the steady state vortex oscillations exist spin
torque nano-oscillators. We show that the first critical cur-
rent is well defined, whereas the definition of the second
critical current is not so simple for the free layers with small
radii R 100 nm, where the vortex core can be easily and
quickly expelled from the dot.
II. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
The simulations concern a permalloy dot of radius R
=100 nm, representing a free-layer in a spin valve nanopil-
lar. This layer is the upper one shown in Fig. 1, where we
also present the excitation scheme and the system of coordi-
nated used. We use the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert LLG
equation of the reduced magnetization m=M /Ms motion
with an extra ST term Ms is the saturation magnetization,
see Appendix. The magnetization dynamics is excited by the
spin-polarized dc current perpendicular to plane. This elec-
trical current is polarized by the polarizer layer magnetiza-
tion, mp and traveling perpendicularly to the dot plane Ox
direction. Dimensions and excitation scheme are similar to
the free layer in a nanopillar simulated in Refs. 24–27. The
free layer thickness L=4 nm is smaller in our case. Simu-
lation details can be found in Appendix. We underline here
the two important points in our treatment of the problem as
follows:
1 the thin free layer 4 nm was simulated. This is useful if
we account that the ST effect is mainly interfacial;40
2 the long time of simulations up to 500 ns in compari-
son to previous works,24–27 which is crucial for study of
the vortex as a stable nano-oscillator with well defined
frequency. In previous works, the typical time for micro-
magnetic simulations was 100 ns,30 or at most 250 ns.26
In Ref. 27, the authors simulated 100 ns from the reach-
ing a steady oscillation state, but they did not supply any
guideline to prove if the “steady state” was indeed
reached. It could be only a change in the slope of the
maxima in the volume averaged m-components depen-
dence versus time. This is discussed in Appendix.
A. The magnetic vortex stability and core radius
The starting point of the simulations was to check that,
actually, the vortex state is stable i.e., there is not evolution
to any other magnetization state for our dot dimensions and
magnetic parameters. This was theoretically predicted in
Refs. 5 and 25 and confirmed by our simulations.
Next, we checked the shape of the vortex core for the
static and moving vortex. For an external in-plane field Hy
=50 Oe applied to a centered vortex, we have a displaced
vortex located at 25 nm away from the dot center Fig. 2.
The vortex core radius is approximately of 30 nm in this
static configuration. Analytically estimated vortex radius is
half of this value. This is a result of the small radius of our
dot, which enhance the importance of the exchange interac-
tion energy.
A spin-polarized electrical current is applied to this off-
centered vortex equilibrium state reason for this can be
found in Appendix. When the vortex is moving, the vortex
FIG. 2. Color online Magnetic vortex shifted from the dot center by the
bias in-plane field of 50 Oe, before applying the perpendicular spin polar-
ized current.
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core gets asymmetrically deformed. The smallest radius
27–30 nm of the vortex core is in the core region away
from the dot border. This vortex core region is limited by a
negative out-of-plane magnetization zone the start of the
core reversal. The biggest radius 34 nm of the vortex
core corresponds to the core zone nearer to the dot border.
This distortion, when the vortex core is moving, of its circu-
lar shape and the core profile corresponds to a first stage of
the vortex core magnetization reversal as it was already de-
scribed in the review on magnetic vortices.41
B. Critical currents of the vortex steady oscillations
In order to find a range of the currents, I, for which the
vortex steady oscillations are possible Ic1 I Ic2, we ap-
ply the CPP current of several different intensities I from 0.1
to 5 mA, that corresponds to the current densities J= I /R2
from 0.3106 to 15.9106 A /cm2 to the magnetic layer
with a off-centered vortex. The Oersted field of the current is
accounted. It is equal to 20 Oe at the edges of the layer
when I=1 mA.
For small current densities the vortex is approaching to
the centered position performing a spiral motion around it.
However, as we increase the current intensity, for
I=−0.4 mA Fig. 3, we find an oscillation regime which is
the beginning of a steady state. The oscillations are almost
steady, only small magnetization amplitude decay is ob-
served. We present the vortex magnetization dynamic images
during its almost steady oscillations around the dot center in
Fig. 4. The oscillation period of this movement is 4.3 ns,
some typical value for the vortex gyrotropic motion. So, we
can consider that I=−0.4 mA 1.3106 A /cm2 is a little
bit over the first critical current Ic1 for existence of the
steady state vortex motion and can serve as a good estima-
tion of Ic1.
The current density range for the existence of this steady
motion found in our simulations is narrow. When we
increase/decrease the current by only 0.1 mA 0.32
106 A /cm2 the steady state disappears. Instead, two dif-
ferent scenarios appear: the vortex movement gets damped
for decreased current or the vortex motion is enhanced until
the core is expelled from the dot and the free layer magne-
tization reaches an in-plane single domain state for in-
FIG. 3. Time evolution of the in-plane magnetization averaged component
my after the bias field of Hy=50 Oe was removed at t=0 ns. The applied
current is I=−0.4 mA, with P=0.2 and mp= 1,0 ,0, the cell size is 44
4 nm3.
FIG. 4. Color online Snapshots of the vortex dynamic magnetization distributions extracted from the simulations presented in Fig. 3 for time interval from
461.9 to 465.1 ns each image corresponds to a quarter of the oscillation period.
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creased current. An example of the first scenario is shown in
Fig. 5 I Ic1, while the second is shown in Fig. 6. The
average magnetization evolution in Fig. 6 the vortex is ex-
pelled inset corresponds to the vortex motion with increas-
ing value of the orbit radius till reaching the dot border at t
	400 ns. The following large amplitude steady state mag-
netization dynamics corresponds to rotation of the almost
uniform magnetization state my,z	0.89–0.97, with no
vortex. The frequencies of the magnetization oscillations af-
ter the expelling of the vortex core are shown in Fig. 6. They
consist of a frequency close to the vortex gyrotropic fre-
quency a quasigyrotropic frequency, which is slightly in-
creased from 254 to 303 MHz and its odd harmonics. Taking
into account that the quasigyrotropic frequency is still
present in the excitation spectra when the vortex core is not
inside the dot, the situation regarding the second critical cur-
rent definition is not clear. Considering Ic2 as an upper cur-
rent limit for the vortex gyrotropic steady oscillations fre-
quency, this current intensity would be below Ic2, although
the vortex core is not inside the dot anymore.
In Fig. 7, we present snapshots of the magnetization con-
figurations corresponding to the vortex core expelling and
subsequent in-plane magnetization oscillations. After the
vortex core expelling, the magnetization distribution presents
so-called S-state, and afterwards it turns into a dynamical
C-state.7,29
From this point, we compare our results on the critical
currents with other published works containing experimental
data, analytical calculations, and simulations, and explain the
differences in results. For the magnitude of the critical cur-
rents for the vortex steady state oscillations for our simulated
dot dimensions, we only have values coming from analytical
approaches. There are no published experiments for the ST
induced vortex dynamics by the perpendicularly magnetized
polarizer in nanopillars for our free layer dimensions. The
reported experimental intensities of the current where the
vortex steady motion exists are generally bigger than ours.
The differences with our results could be either assigned to
the polarizer magnetization not exactly perpendicular to the
plane and absence of lateral confinement in the free layer, as
it happens in nanocontacts see Refs. 32–34, or to an inho-
mogeneously magnetized polarizer.30,31
The current intensities larger in 50–100 times were de-
tected experimentally to excite the vortex gyrotropic motion
in nanocontacts. This is because the polarization is not en-
tirely perpendicular to the layer plane, but has an in-plane
component incapable of exciting the vortex movements. As
an illustration for this effect, we made calculations for
I=−0.5 mA when we get the vortex going out for the cur-
rent polarization mp= 1,0 ,0 as shown in Fig. 6, but with
mp= 
2,
2,0, and found a damping in the vortex move-
ment presented in Fig. 8. Contrary to the case shown in Fig.
6, the vortex is damped and returns to the dot center.
Besides, regarding lateral confinement in the nanocon-
tact case, the orbit of the vortex was reported to be inside and
outside the point contact area. Limited space for the vortex
oscillations or distorted shape of the vortex core profile due
to boundary conditions is not present in nanocontacts. For
nanocontacts, the electrical current should cause a vortex
nucleation that could increase Ic1 existing previously in our
system because of the shape effect.
In the case of inhomogeneously magnetized polarizer for
nanopillars, a behavior similar to the one shown in Figs. 6
and 7, was found experimentally in Ref. 30. Two coexisting
frequency modes were measured in a range of the applied
current, and interpreted as vortex and single domain oscilla-
tions of the thinner layer in the nanopillar. In that experi-
ment, the polarizer, that it is not fixed, results to be in a
vortex state. However, this behavior did not appear in their
simulations performed only during 100 ns whereas our
simulations cover 500 ns interval. The authors of Ref. 30
checked only by the micromagnetic simulations that both
kinds of the oscillations were possible for a range of current
densities, depending on the direction of the current ramp:
increasing or decreasing.
Regarding analytical calculations of the critical currents
in Ref. 25 for a free layer of the same material and dimen-
sions as ours, the interval between the critical currents den-
sities reduces to only single value of the current density close
to our result for the steady state. The single value of the
current density for the steady vortex motion is because of the
FIG. 5. Reduced magnetization in-plane Y-component vs time, starting
simulations from an initially displaced vortex by Hy=50 Oe. Applied cur-
rent is I=−0.3 mA. P=0.2, mp= 1,0 ,0, and the cell size is 44
4 nm3.
FIG. 6. Amplitude of the FFT of the reduced magnetization in-plane
Y-component shown in the inset, calculated for the time interval from t
=399.4 ns to t=500 ns. Inset: reduced magnetization in-plane
Y-component vs time simulated from an initially displaced vortex by Hy
=50 Oe. Applied current is I=−0.5 mA. P=0.2, mp= 1,0 ,0, and the cell
size is 444 nm3.
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authors of Ref. 25 did not take into account nonlinear terms
in the Thiele’s equation of motion with spin torque
term10,23,27,28 which they used for calculations
G X˙ = −
W
X
+ Dˆ X˙ + FST. 1
In this equation, X= Y,Z is the coordinate of the vor-
tex core and the dot symbol is time derivative, G
= xˆ2MsLp / is the gyrovector describing the vortex core, p
is the core polarization,  is the gyromagnetic ratio, W is the
energy of the moving vortex, Dˆ is the damping tensor, and
FST=LMs	xˆX is the force resulting from the ST
torque28  and 	 are defined in Appendix and xˆ is the unit
vector perpendicular to the dot plane. The nonlinear terms in
the vortex core displacement appear in this equation because
of the high values of the vortex core orbit radius X compa-
rable with R, and are calculated in Ref. 28. The value of Jc1
calculated on the basis of papers27,28 for our particle dimen-
sions is −1.04 A /cm2, Ic1=−0.33 mA, which fits very well
with our simulations. The same occurs for the analytical cal-
culations presented in Ref. 25. The critical current, Ic2, nec-
essary for the vortex expelling has been theoretically consid-
ered and estimated only in Ref. 28, as a current needed for
the vortex core to reach the border of the dot by subsequent
increase in its orbit radius. The estimated value of Ic2 is
bigger than the one obtained by micromagnetic simulations.
Our simulations can be compared with those performed
by Khvalkovskiy et al.27 for thicker layers. In the micromag-
netic simulations,27 a wider current intensity range of stabil-
ity for the steady movement was found in comparison to our
result. The cell size 1.51.510 nm3 was used in simula-
tions in Ref. 27 and the authors only simulated the magneti-
zation movement during 100 ns after reaching the steady
state. If we take into account the different thickness of their
free layer 10 nm, the different radius 150 nm, and the
high slope of the curve representing the orbit radius versus
current density RsJ, as explained in Ref. 31, their results
are consequent with ours. Regarding the second critical cur-
rent, we simulated a big slope curve RsJ, which results in
early expelling of the vortex increasing the current density
for the current relatively close to the first critical value, Ic1.
FIG. 7. Color online Snapshots of the dot magnetization distributions for I=−0.5 mA when the vortex leaves the dot the snapshots are taken from 396.5
to 400.3 ns of the long time magnetization dynamics shown in the inset of Fig. 6.
FIG. 8. Time evolution of the in-plane magnetization my component for
I=−0.5 mA 
=0.01 and P=0.2, Hy=10 Oe, but with mp= 
2,
2,0.
The cell size is 444 nm3.
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C. Vortex core expulsion, reversal, and damping
If we further increase the applied current intensity to I
=−2 mA 6.4106 A /cm2 and I=−5 mA 15.9
106 A /cm2, a new feature appears. The vortex core, after
expelling from the dot, returns to the dot with opposite po-
larization. Finally, this new entering vortex core is damped to
the dot center. The in-plane reduced magnetization in the Y
direction for I=−2 mA is shown in Fig. 9, along with dif-
ferent snapshots of the magnetization configurations. In this
case, after the vortex leaves the particle, the vortex gyrotro-
pic frequency disappears from the spectrum and we find in-
plane oscillations of the magnetization with different fre-
quency, in the gigahertz range.
In previous works except Refs. 24 and 28, mechanism
of the vortex core polarization reversal was supposed to be
vortex-antivortex pair formation.9,25–27,31 The vortex core ex-
pulsion excited by the spin polarized CPP has not been re-
ported. Only in simulations concerned about the vortex core
polarization reversal by CPP in Ref. 24, the authors found a
mechanism similar to ours for small dot radius 2R=80 nm
and 40 nm thickness, with appearance of an intermediate
magnetization C-state when the vortex leaves the dot. The
appearance of this mechanism is due to the lack of space for
the vortex-antivortex pair formation for thin dots and small
R. The authors of Ref. 24 need bigger current densities,
above 50106 A /cm2 to invert the vortex core polarization,
while we can do it with 1.27106 A /cm2. For the high
currents used in Ref. 24, the intermediate quasisingle-domain
oscillations between the vortex up and vortex down states
cannot be observed. The high Oersted field corresponding to
their current intensities causes a quick appearance of the vor-
tex with reversed core polarization.
We have similar situation as in Ref. 24 for the current
densities of 15.9106 A /cm2 I=−5 mA, with no inter-
mediate in-plane magnetization oscillations. The vortex ex-
pelling is much faster in this case, and the transient state
existing for I=−2 mA Fig. 9 is absent. This results in the
vortex expelling before a single oscillation is performed and
its return with opposite vortex core polarization before 6 ns
from the onset of the current. Afterwards, the new vortex
core motion is damped to the center of the dot.
We observed that incrementing the applied current den-
sity provokes faster expelling of the vortex core and reduc-
tion in in-plane magnetization oscillations time after this ex-
pelling. When considering the oscillating behavior after the
vortex core expulsion, we compare Fig. 6 I=−0.5 mA to
the simulations showed in Fig. 9 I=−2 mA. We found
some discrepancies, due to the increase in the Oersted field
and the spin torque interaction accompanying the current in-
crement. The first discrepancy concerns the average out-of-
plane magnetization component, which is much bigger for
I=2 mA changing from −0.3Ms to −Ms than for
I=−0.5 mA from −0.05Ms to −0.15Ms. The magnetic con-
figuration at I=2 mA is much like a vortex oscillating on the
circumference of the dot, with a localized region of the per-
pendicular to plane magnetization like a vortex core. Dif-
ferently, for I=−0.5 mA, we have an almost homogeneous
out-of-plane component of the magnetization and a wide
opened C-state as the magnetic configuration. The second
discrepancy arises from the oscillations’ coherence. If we
compare the oscillations of the my magnetization compo-
nent for both the currents, after the vortex leaves the dot
from approximately 10 ns to 80 ns for I=−2 mA and the
ones corresponding to I=−0.5 mA from 400 ns in Fig. 6,
we find that they are quite incoherent for I=−2 mA. Finally,
the third discrepancy involves the values of the oscillation
frequencies: for I=0.5 mA Fig. 6, a quasigyrotropic vortex
frequency is still present in the simulated spectra when the
vortex leaves the dot, while the magnetic configuration is a
much more opened C-state with less out-of-plane component
than in the case of I=2 mA. For the current I=2 mA: the
quasivortex gyrotropic frequency disappears from t	10 ns
to 80 ns, and the main oscillation frequencies are a kind of
the double wide peak around 1.25 GHz and 1.36 GHz.
For all our simulations, the change in the core polariza-
tion implies a change in sense of the vortex core gyrotropic
motion. The change in sign of the core velocity when the
vortex core polarization is reversed was experimentally ob-
served in the x-ray imaging experiments.13 The simulations
performed in Refs. 24 and 27 show a change in the sense of
FIG. 9. Color online Reduced magnetization in-plane Y-component vs
time. The parameters are I=−2 mA, P=0.2, mp= 1,0 ,0, Hy=100 Oe. 

=0.01, the cell size of 444 nm3. Vortex leaves the dot, an oscillating
high-frequency mode appears, and then vortex comes back with opposite
core polarization and it is damped. In the down part of the figure, snapshots
of the magnetization configuration when the vortex is out of the particle are
shown.
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vortex core rotation when the polarization of the vortex is
changed. This change in the vortex sense of rotation after
each switching of the vortex core polarization was also found
in Ref. 31 for a circular polarizer. This change sense was
calculated in the paper,10 where it was shown that the sense
of the vortex core rotation described by the vortex gyrovec-
tor G depends on the product of the vortex core polarization
p=1 and the topological charge vorticity, q, i.e., the
gyrovector in the Thiele’s Eq. 1 is proportional to the prod-
uct of pq.
Theoretical considerations predict, as well, the damping
of the vortex motion when it returns to the particle with
opposite core polarization, as we found in our simulations.
According to theory, if the condition pImpx0 Ref. 28 for
a perpendicular polarizer is not fulfilled, there is no vortex
excitation the ST term acts as an extra damping term, and
the vortex gets damped. In this expression I is the sign of the
current direction of movement of the positive electric
charges and mpx is the component of the polarizer magneti-
zation along the vortex core polarization direction. This is
the case when the vortex is expelled and then comes back
into the dot again, with opposite polarization parallel to the
one corresponding to the incident polarized electrons, as
happens for higher current intensities shown in Fig. 9. The
vortex with opposite core polarization cannot be excited for
the given current sign I and the magnetization oscillations
stop. The regime of absence of the vortex oscillations due to
change in the current sense or vortex core polarization also
was observed in the simulations24–27 and experimentally.19
The vortex core polarization reversal is typically ex-
plained by the vortex-antivortex pair formation when the
vortex velocity reaches some critical value. The vortex core
position X and velocity result to be crucial parameters when
considering either the vortex core expulsion or reversal. We
presented our simulation results in these variables. In Fig.
10, we show evolution of the vortex orbit radius when the
vortex going out the dot Fig. 6 along with the vortex core
velocities in this case and in the case presented in Fig. 3,
when the core approaches a stationary orbit. In Fig. 10 we
can observe the vortex core position X in the Y direction
and module of its velocity Fig. 10b as functions of time
for two cases: I=−0.4 mA only velocity and I=−0.5 mA.
In both the cases, the in-plane bias field is Hy=50 Oe. We
can check that in none of the cases, the vortex reaches the
critical velocity of 330 m/s for permalloy necessary for the
vortex-antivortex pair formation and subsequent vortex core
polarization reversal. The core velocity is only 30 m/s
steady for I=−0.4 mA and 120 m/s for I=−0.5 mA.
This is consistent with our observations of the vortex disap-
pearance by expelling from the dot. We can estimate the
velocity of a vortex leaving the dot, supposing its frequency
of 0250 MHz corresponding to the vortex gyrotropic
motion for these dimensions. We use estimation for the core
velocity X˙ =0R, where 0 is the gyrotropic frequency. The
velocity results to be 160 m/s for a vortex core on the dot
border, which is not enough for the vortex-antivortex pair
formation.
D. Critical currents dependence on the simulation
cell size
We found that the simulation cell size is crucial for es-
tablishing the current density range of the vortex steady state
motion. However, the reason for such an influence has a
physical nature as we show below. We give an explanation
for this fact and propose a way to overcome it.
Although the permalloy exchange length lex
=
A /2Ms2 is around 5 nm A is the exchange stiffness
Ref. 42 and our cell size, 444 nm3, should be suffi-
cient to properly mimic the time evolution of any magneti-
zation distribution in this material, nevertheless we reduced
the cell size to 222 nm3, and run the same simulation
sequence. Results are shown in Fig. 11 and we can notice
that the behavior with smaller cell size is essentially different
regarding stability of the vortex core motion conditions are
equivalent to ones used in Fig. 3, but with smaller initial
my magnetization. In the case of the cell size 22
2 nm3, the magnetization oscillation amplitude increases
rapidly with time, the vortex core approaches the dot border
for the time 200 ns and no vortex oscillation steady state
exists, i.e., the vortex motion is steady for the cell size 4
44 nm3, but it is not for 222 nm3 for the same
current I=−0.4 mA and other parameters. This means reduc-
ing the critical currents Ic1, Ic2 I Ic2 now, whereas there
was Ic1 I Ic2 before. In the frequency domain, contrarily,
the power spectral density reveals a peak at the same main
frequency, as shown in Fig. 11b.
FIG. 10. Color online a The vortex core position Y coordinate vs time
corresponding to the conditions of inset of Fig. 6, with the vortex finally
leaving the free layer. b Absolute value of the vortex core velocity vs time
corresponding to the motions shown in Fig. 3 solid black line and Fig. 6
upper red line.
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We performed a new trial, with the cell sizes 41
1 nm3 and 422 nm3, to study if we could obtain
some asymptotic behavior and could make some extrapola-
tion to smaller cell sizes. We checked that making the cell
size smaller in Ox direction does not modify the results, as it
was expected, because of the negligible variation in magne-
tization along the thickness of the free layer. We observed
that, as the cell side in the YZ plane was reduced to half the
value presented in Fig. 3, the current necessary for the steady
state was reduced in the same way, by a factor of 0.5. If we
reduce the cell size without reducing CPP, this leads to I
 Ic2 regime, out of the vortex steady state range existing for
bigger cell size. The current value to get the vortex steady
state motion is proportional to cell size, for the cell sizes
smaller than the exchange length value.
The simulation results for the same conditions as used in
Fig. 11a, but with the cell size 422 nm3 and reduced
current intensity, are shown in Fig. 12. The same steady state
as for 444 nm3 cell size in Fig. 11a is reached with
decreased applied current. We also performed simulations
with 455 nm3 cell size, and obtained damping of the
vortex gyrotropic motion for the currents, which correspond
to a steady state motion simulated for 444 nm3. In-
creasing the cell size without increasing current intensity
means that we get the regime I Ic1, outside of the vortex
steady motion range existing for smaller cell sizes. This con-
firms the conclusion that increase in the in-plane cell size
leads to increase in the critical currents Ic1 , Ic2. This depen-
dence is unexpectedly strong. We checked that reduction in
the cell size implies then a reduction in effective damping.
Simulations for I=0.4 mA and 422 nm3 cell size, but
for the damping constant 
=0.02 see Eq. A1 in Appendix
provided magnetization oscillations almost identical to pre-
sented in Fig. 11a for 444 nm3. Only the high-
frequency harmonics of Fig. 11b for the 444 nm3 cell
size were not present in the 422 nm3 case with in-
creased damping constant. In our simulations, the smaller
cell sizes mean smaller effective damping and enhanced am-
plitude of the vortex movement, so we would need smaller
currents to get the same vortex orbit amplitude.
Looking for an explanation for the observation of the
critical current variation with the cell size change, we con-
ducted studies on the vortex core of magnetic configurations
at the beginning of the vortex movement first minimum in
myt function after starting its movement. We observe by
simple examination of the different magnetic configurations
that when the cell size is reduced, the vortex core presents a
wider area with almost perpendicular to plane magnetization.
However, this is not enough to explain the strong depen-
dence of Ic1 on the cell size.
Variation in the results with the simulation cell size has
been found in some previous works. In Ref. 43, the authors
used the cell size of 3.6 nm for Cobalt nanopillar and ob-
served considerable changes, when they varied the cell size.
When the cell size was reduced by a factor of two, they
found the same excitation frequencies, but difficulties in re-
producing trajectories because of ‘the nonlinear character’ of
the dynamics. The problem of variation in simulation results
with the cell size was also found for simulations with finite
temperature included.44–49 A summary of the attempts to
overcome this problem is presented in Ref. 44. It was con-
cluded in Ref. 45 that the LLG damping increases with the
cell size increasing. There was a proposal for using a differ-
ent equation to calculate magnetization dynamics the
Landau–Lifshitz–Bloch equation in Ref. 46. The authors of
Ref. 47 noticed the cutoff in the partition function for bigger
cell sizes, others discussed the difference of disorderly ori-
ented moments depending on the cell size and varied mag-
netization and exchange constants.48,49 Some of our previous
results not published for excitation of a vortex by an in-
plane alternating field demonstrated the same behavior with
the reduction in cell size: the vortex was expelled for a
FIG. 11. Color online a Time evolution of the in-plane magnetization
component along the Y direction under excitation by the applied current
I=−0.4 mA, P=0.2, mp= 1,0 ,0, Hy=10 Oe, 
=0.01, for two different
cell sizes. Red dashed line corresponds to 222 nm3 cell size and black
solid line to 444 nm3. b Amplitude of the FFTs of both the time
dependences presented in Fig. 11a. Red dashed line corresponds to 22
2 nm3 cell size and black solid line to 444 nm3.
FIG. 12. Time evolution of the in-plane magnetization component along
the Y direction for the 422 cell size, I=0.2 mA, mp= −1,0 ,0. Initial
bias field is Hy=10 Oe. P=0.2 and 
=0.01.
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smaller field when we reduced the cell size. This allows us to
conclude that this change in behavior does not depend on the
excitation scheme. What happens with cell size decreasing is
a decrease in the effective damping. We have performed
simulations of the vortex getting back to the dot center from
a displaced position, without any further excitation, for the
cell sizes of 444 and 422 nm3. We fitted the my
oscillations versus time to the function myt
=m0 exp−dtcost− with m0 , d ,  ,  as fitting
parameters,50 d=−D / G is the damping parameter and  is
the intrinsic vortex frequency. From these fittings, we con-
clude that the damping of the movement when the cell size
was 444 nm3 is twice the one for 422 nm3 and
the frequency, that depends on the recovering constant, also
changes from 215 MHz for 444 nm3 to 232 MHz for
422 nm3. We checked how other driving frequencies
can excite the vortex gyrotropic motion in the calculations
performed in Ref. 51 for excitation of the azimuthal spin
waves in the vortex ground state. When the cell size is re-
duced, magnon modes with smaller wavelength can be acti-
vated, that were forbidden for bigger cell sizes because of the
micromagnetic approximation that considers the magnetiza-
tion constant inside each simulation cell. These modes add a
new room for magnon-magnon interaction that must be ac-
counted in simulations. The damping is the most suitable
parameter to include these outcoming interactions. It should
be increased in the LLG equation proportionally to the new
spin wave modes appearing as we reduce cell size and ca-
pable to interact with vortex motion. The appearing magnon
modes suitable for interaction with the vortex gyrotropic
mode have the same symmetry azimuthal spin waves51. To
summarize, we need to increase damping parameter as we
decrease cell size to reproduce the same critical current val-
ues.
Increasing damping constant for fixed cell size leads to a
different scenario. Higher values of the damping constant for
permalloy are reported in Ref. 52. The higher values of
damping are attributed to “grain structure or due to formation
of magnetic domains at low field.” There is an effect of in-
crease in the damping constant value when we consider in-
homogeneous magnetization configurations as a whole. In
Ref. 36, the high damping value is related to “nonequilib-
rium spin pumping effects and/or spin relaxation arising
from defects.” As a summary, when we apply the LLG equa-
tion for the evolution of the magnetization to a strongly non-
uniform state, the damping is enhanced. We performed an-
other series of simulations using an increased damping
parameter 
=0.03 and the smaller polarization, P=0.15
see Eq. A1, to study the changes with this parameter
without cell size modification. For these simulations we
chose to change the current sense and mpx sense to match a
realistic experimental situation, as is shown in Fig. 1. Simu-
lation results for I=2 mA are shown in Fig. 13. The steady
state is present for bigger intensity change in the critical
currents and the oscillations of the magnetization are en-
hanced increase in microwave power. Effects of the polar-
ization decrease and damping constant increase can be di-
rectly seen in Eq. A1 in Appendix.
There is another effect that we ascribe to micromagnetic
discretization although it has been also found in experiments:
the frequency harmonics present in both Figs. 11b and 6.
These kinds of harmonics have been found in other
simulations32 as well as experimentally34 in the frequency
spectra of nanocontacts. In these references, the harmonics
appeared at every integer multiple of the vortex gyrotropic
frequency. In our case, they are odd multiples of the vortex
gyrotropic frequency. In Ref. 32, the frequency harmonics
are related to the degree of circularity of the vortex core
trajectory. In Fig. 6, when the core is out, this is not a suit-
able explanation. Our suggestion is to relate the harmonics
with the influence of some periodical structure, such as cell
border, in the magnetostatic potential. These distortions in
the potential could be also present in experiments, but for
different reasons.
III. SUMMARY
We have explored by the micromagnetic simulations the
vortex motion and stability for a free layer of nanopillar ex-
cited by a perpendicularly to plane spin polarized current.
Changing the applied current density, we found different be-
haviors of magnetization for the ferromagnetic thin layer
which was initially in the vortex state. There is a lack of
experiments for thin free layers of nanopillars in the vortex
state and we only found published works for nanocontacts of
the same thickness or nanopillars with thicker free layers or
nonuniform polarizers. We obtained the vortex oscillation
frequencies that match experimental results and analytical
predictions for nanocontacts. However, two qualitative dif-
ferences with previous works were found. The first one is
that the reversal of the vortex core polarization in our simu-
lations is always achieved by the vortex expelling and sub-
sequent return to the dot with opposite polarization. The sec-
ond one is the achievement of finite in-plane oscillations of
the magnetization when the vortex core leaves the dot, with
their stability and coherence and oscillation frequency de-
pending on the current density magnitude and magnetic con-
figuration.
Absence of a vortex-antivortex pair formation in our
case is justified by the vortex core arriving to the border of
the dot before it reaches the critical velocity of the vortex
FIG. 13. Reduced magnetization in-plane Y-component vs time for different
current polarization P=0.15 and damping parameter 
=0.03. I=2 mA. The
initial bias field is Hy=75 Oe, mp= −1,0 ,0. The cell size is 44
4 nm3.
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core polarization reversal. The dot thickness to radius ratio
determines a gyrotropic frequency that is not enough to reach
the critical velocity for the core reversal inside the particle.
In all the cases, the ultimate vortex core velocity was below
330 m/s see Fig. 10b, the calculated in Ref. 9 critical
velocity for starting a vortex-antivortex pair formation. So,
according to this, an another mechanism is responsible for
reversal of the vortex core polarization. This mechanism is
the vortex core expelling from the dot, as it was shown in our
simulations.
Regarding the oscillation frequencies, we found two dif-
ferent regimes of the steady state oscillations: the vortex
state and single domain state oscillations. For the vortex gy-
rotropic motion, we can see that our frequencies agree quite
well with the extrapolation of the simulated in Ref. 12 results
to our dot aspect ratio and with the ones supplied by the two
vortex ansatz,10 assuming no side surface magnetic charges.
There is also a very good agreement of our simulations with
the experimental frequencies detected in Ref. 33, where the
radius of nanocontact and thickness of the free layer have the
same dimensions as our device.
The orbit radius of the vortex steady gyrotropic motion
strongly depends on the ST term value as one can conclude
comparing Figs. 11 and 13. Its value is enhanced when we
increase the magnitude of the damping factor that we use for
micromagnetic simulations. However, the oscillation fre-
quency does not depend so strongly on the ST term value it
is determined by the restoring force that changes with the
current change just because of the contribution of the Oer-
sted field28.
It was found a strong dependence of the vortex core
trajectory on the spin torque force and on simulation cell
size. Theoretical calculations to obtain critical current27,28
used a damping constant 
 of 0.01. With this same damping
constant, we can reproduce the predicted in Ref. 27 and 28
values for the first critical current for the cell size of 4 nm.
This cell size is suitable to describe magnetization configu-
ration dynamics in this system, for being below the exchange
correlation length.42 If we decrease the cell size, we have to
increment proportionally the damping parameter in the LLG
equation used for simulations to obtain similar results in the
first critical current value. Reason for this is of physical na-
ture: when the cell size is reduced, we allow new magnon
modes to enhance the vortex motion. In Ref. 54, describing
the Bloch points responsible for the vortex polarization re-
versal, considerable changes for different cell sizes are found
for the fields needed for reversal. However, big cell sizes
but always below exchange length are proposed to be use-
ful for resembling pinning effects similar to those existing in
nature, and the changes found for different cell sizes are
always smaller than the ones found experimentally. Anyway,
the simulation results should converge as the cell size is re-
duced.
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APPENDIX
In order to perform micromagnetic simulations, we have
discretized circular permalloy dot Ni80F20 alloy, of 200 nm
diameter 2R and 4 nm thickness, into 444 nm3 cubes,
with size down the exchange length of this material.42 Such
discretization should describe fairly well the magnetization
configuration. This discretization size, or even higher, had
been used previously in the micromagnetic simulations of
vortex state dynamics.11,16,18,29–33,53
The magnetic parameters used in simulations were: the
saturation magnetization Ms=800 emu /cc, the exchange
constant A=1310−12 J /m, the gyromagnetic ratio  /2
=2.95 MHz /Oe.11,55 We use the code object oriented micro-
magnetic framework OOMMF56 with the LLG equation of
motion modified by a term that includes the interaction with
a spin polarized current.1 Using this code, magnetization dy-
namics can be explored as a function of current, applied
magnetic field, and the sizes/shape of the free layer and po-
larizer. The equation governing the evolution of the free
layer magnetization under the action of a spin polarized cur-
rent is the LLG equation of magnetization motion plus two
extra spin transfer torque terms56 SI units
dm
dt
= − mHef f + 
m dmdt  + 	mmp
m − 	mmp,
  
0e
 J
LMs
, 	 =
P2
2 + 1 + 2 − 1mmp
,
A1
where Hef f is the effective magnetic field which includes
exchange, dipolar, and applied external field contributions,
and also the Oersted field of the current, 
 is the Gilbert
damping parameter,  is defined by the electron charge e, the
current density J, and the free layer thickness L, along with
the vacuum magnetic permeability 0, as well as by the re-
duced Planck constant . It is assumed that the ST torque is
distributed over the thickness L of the free layer of nanopillar
because typically the free layers of spin-injection devices
need to be ultrathin for an optimized sensitivity to the ST
torque, which is essentially an interface effect. The definition
of the parameter 	 contains P, which is the degree of spin
polarization of the current and , the parameter that de-
scribes the angular dependence of the ST torque.57 The pa-
rameter 	 denotes the secondary spin transfer term, and mp
is the polarization direction of the electron spin polarization
mp= −1,0 ,0 in Fig. 1, after being reflected by the
polarizer-spacer interface. In our simulations, 	=0 and 
=1 as in previous papers.17,19,21,24–27,31,43 Nonuniform circu-
lar Oersted field created by the current I flowing perpen-
dicularly to the free layer plane is given by SI units
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H =
1
2
I
r
R2
, A2
where r is the radial coordinate within the circular free layer
of radius R, and  is the azimuthal angle.
We obtained no vortex excitation when starting with the
centered vortex structure X=0, see Eq. 1, as a conse-
quence of not taking into account temperature effects in the
micromagnetic approach. At finite temperature, the vortex is
always moving around the centered equilibrium position
because of the thermal energy leading to finite amplitude of
this low-frequency excitation mode. We overcame this
handicap by displacing the vortex from the centered position
and applying CPP to the off-centered vortex. An in-plane
bias field Hy was introduced to displace the vortex core and
it was removed when the current was applied.
At a first stage, we performed simulations with the
damping parameter 
=0.01 as it was extracted from ferro-
magnetic resonance measurements52 for permalloy and
widely used for micromagnetic calculations of the vortex
state dynamics. Regarding the value of the degree of polar-
ization of the incident current, the values from 0.17 to 0.7
were used in previous works, depending on the polarizer
material. We finally chose P=0.2,27 corresponding 0.2–0.3
to a permalloy polarizer.
We use the volume average of an in-plane magnetization
component to describe the vortex core position. The aver-
aged magnetization and core displacement are proportional
to each other.10,58 Using Fast Fourier Transform FFT of the
averaged reduced magnetization component in the OY direc-
tion my, we obtained the oscillation frequencies for the
system. The magnetization configuration was saved each
t=0.1 ns. This corresponds to a maximum frequency that
can be studied by the Fourier transform of the magnetization
components of 1 / 2t=5 GHz. Our simulations were con-
ducted for 500 ns after the ST term was on. We have preci-
sion in frequency f for the FFT depending in this simu-
lation time, T. For T=500 ns: f =1 /T=2 MHz.
Here we discuss a clear example of what should or
should not be considered as steady state: in Figs. 11a and 3,
the conditions for vortex excitation are the same, the only
difference is Hy value, 50 Oe for Fig. 3 and 10 Oe for Fig.
11a. We could be tempted to consider the dynamics shown
in Fig. 3 as steady state, but we observe in Fig. 11a that the
final amplitude of steady excitations mytmax is much
lower 0.15 for Fig. 3. and 0.04 for Fig. 11, if the initial bias
field and corresponding core position are smaller.
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